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For What World Are We Preparing  
Our Trainees? 

  Clinical scientists should know how to improve the ways 
that knowledge connects with and influences what 
happens in the world 

  Clinical scientists should work to alleviate human 
suffering by increasing the public impact of science 

  Pursuit of these opportunities requires understanding 
  Knowledge Management 
  Coordination Theory 
  Development and Adaptation 



On Knowledge Management, Coordination, 
and Development 
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Activities 
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The Current Paradigm 
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Question 

  Is it possible this paradigm is not meeting the aims for 
training clinical scientists? 
  How to apply knowledge 
  How to improve public health 



Outrageous Claims 

  Intervention development and proliferation is no longer 
the solution, it’s the problem 

  Optimal treatment designs of the future will be adaptive 
and will involve well-specified information architectures 
that emphasize collaboration and knowledge exchange 



Regarding Claim #1 
  We have increased, not decreased the complexity of 

building high-functioning service systems 
  The number of ways to choose 8 treatments from the 

395 evidence-based protocols documented in randomized 
clinical trials….10.53 times the number of gallons of 
water in lake Michigan (1.3 quadrillion gallons) 

  This is not a “rich person’s” problem of abundance, as you 
will see… 



Tackling a Knowledge Management and 
Coordination Problem: “Relevance Mapping” 

  We have developed technology that allows us to simulate 
enrollment of all members of a service population into all 
randomized trials to produce an empirical mapping of 
treatments to people 

Chorpita, B. F., Bernstein, A. D., & Daleiden, E. L. (2011). Empirically guided coordination of multiple evidence-based treatments:  An 
illustration of relevance mapping in children's mental health services. Journal of Consulting and Clinical Psychology, 79, 470-480. 



Hawaii Department of Health 
Matching youth to studies on problem, age, and gender 



Regarding Claim #2 
  Treatments that involve explicitly guided adaptation that 

allow for collaborative design in real time and that 
incorporate local evidence and generalized scientific 
knowledge will outperform current intervention designs 



Child STEPs Treatment Project 



Child STEPs Treatment Project 
  Research Network on Youth Mental Health 
  5-Year, multisite randomized trial 

  Boston, Honolulu 

  Anxiety, Depression, Conduct Problems 
  Community therapists 
  Standard Manuals, MATCH, Usual Care 
  N = 174 children ages 7-13 
  Funded by John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur 

Foundation 



MATCH: An Architecture for  
Collaboration and Coordination 



Collaborative Design in Action:  
The Bounds of Bounded Adaptation 

Fidelity  
Percent “Investigator Designed” 

Outcomes 
Modular EBT > Usual Care, Standard EBTs (p < .05) 

Weisz, J.R., Chorpita, B.F., Palinkas, L.A., Schoenwald, S.K., Miranda, J., Bearman, S.K., Daleiden, E.L., Ugueto, A.M., Ho, A., Martin, J., 
Gray, J., Alleyne, A., Langer, D.A., Southam-Gerow, M.A., Gibbons, R.D., and the Research Network on Youth Mental Health. (in 
press). Testing standard and modular designs for psychotherapy with youth depression, anxiety, and conduct problems: A 
randomized effectiveness trial. Archives of General Psychiatry. 



General Knowledge 

Local Knowledge 

Let’s Design for Coordination from the Outset 
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Drive the Car, Then Build One 
  We teach a manualized EBT 
  We then teach them the elements of EBTs, aggregated 

across hundreds of randomized trials 
  EBS database 
  Practitioner Guides 

  We teach them the logic models for how to arrange them 
  Process Guides 

  We teach them how to monitor both progress and 
practice and how to reason about both 



On Externships…and Beyond 
  Our UCLA students (psychology graduate students and 

psychiatry fellows) later go into community placements and 
collaboratively design treatments in real time, using the 
evidence base as a guide 

  They monitor outcomes and practice history and report on 
their results 

  We have trained 93 agencies in Los Angeles County how to 
use these collaborative designs and information architectures 

  We work with over 120 faculty at more than 70 universities, 
across multiple disciplines to teach intervention design and 
refinement as part of clinical science 



Thank You! 

  chorpita@ucla.edu 


